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Introduction
This paper is the international alternative to coursework and therefore the questions are
closely related to the coursework criteria in the specifcation. We strongly recommend that
centres ensure that their candidates are familiar with these criteria. We also expect that
as this is a practical alternative paper, candidates will consider significant figures and units
carefully.
There was no evidence that candidates were short of time: all questions were usually
answered. The best responses focused on the questions asked and used the guidance and
hints in the question to frame answers.
The multiple choice questions were generally well answered. Question 3 was the least well
answered: candidates were expeted to work out what the area represented from their
understanding of the concept of an area under a graph. They could also access the correct
answer by elimination.
Comentary on the longer questions and some exemplar material is given on following pages.
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Question 6 (a)
This question required candidates to evaluate and analyse the results from an experiment.
Most candidates commented appropriately on the inconsistent precision in the extension
reading or the apparent lack of repetition: fewer spotted that the force column had no untits
or that the mass readings lacked precision.

Examiner Comments

This is a good answer which gained both marks:
it is short and to the point.

Examiner Comments

This answer gives four points but still only gains two marks.
It is not clear what the candidate meant by ‘close values’ of mass.
Try to use precise scientific language in your answers.
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Question 6 (b) (c)
Candidates were expected to draw a line of best fit which, while going through as many
points as possible, balanced the number of points on either side of the line. The relationship
was generally described well.
Canddiates are expected to demonstrate that they have used their graph by drawing a large
triangle using at least half the range. Few candidates gave the correct unit and power of
ten. Even fewer adjusted their answer to a suitable number of significant figures which took
into account the measuring instruments used.
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Examiner Comments

Although this candidate has recognised that the line may curve, too many
points are below the line. The comment on the line recognises the limit of
proprtionality.
No triangle is shown on the graph but the unit and power of ten are correct.

Examiner Tip

Not all lines of best fit are straight lines.
Show triangles for gradients on your graph.
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Examiner Comments

This is a good line of best fit. Unfortunately two marks were lost in part (b) because
a large triangle was not used and the answer is given to too many significant figures.

Examiner Tip

Remember to check the number of significant figures.
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Question 6 (d)
The question asked for two required measurements. Some candidates listed quantities
which could not be measured directly such as cross-sectional area, others gave extension
which had already been measured, or several measurements expecting the examiner to
choose the correct ones.

Examiner Comments

This is a good succinct answer.

Examiner Tip

As the question only asks for two measurements,
this is all you should give.
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Question 7
The more able candidates used the headings in the question to structure their answers
rather than just writing a general method. The question was well answered by the majority
of candidates who chose the correct experiment, although there were some poor circuit
diagrams when candidates chose to use an ohmmeter.
Most candidates selected appropriate measuring instruments with confidence but the
reasons for choosing them were often weak, for example explaining how a voltmeter would
be connected in parallel rather than commenting on the precision or range in the context of
this experiment.
Comments on safety did not always include the hazard as well as a precaution.
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Examiner Comments

This is almost a perfect answer but the candidate
has shown an ohmmeter incorrectly in a circuit.

Examiner Tip

Make sure that you know how an ohmmeter is used.
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Examiner Comments

The parts shown are well organised and explain clearly how
the graph wil be used.

Examiner Tip

Structure your answer using the headings in the question.
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Question 8 (a)
This question required candidates to draw lines and measure angles. Use of a protractor
was expected but some candidates calclulated angles using trigonometry.

Examiner Comments

This is a clear neat line.
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Question 8 (b) (c)
Most candidates seemed familiar with this type of experiment.   Some did not measure
angles at both A and B. As an average was requested, it was important that those who
measured the same size of angles at A and B commented on this.
As shown in the mark scheme, in part (b) (ii) candidates were expected to state the
uncertainty in angle measurements and then recalculate the refractive index taking this into
account, or to use the difference ion their answers to part (i).
Any answer which was a good match to the refractive index calculated in (b) (i) was
credited.

Examiner Comments

This is a good aswer which clearly shows two sets of measurements,
averaging and a sensible number of significant figures.

Examiner Tip

Show all your working clearly.
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Question 8 (d)
Most candidates gave good answers to this part: those who did not, often tried to explain
why graphs are a good idea rather than how to obtain one in this case.
This explains clearly how a graph will be obtained and how it will be used.

Examiner Comments

A good clear answer.
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Paper Summary
The space given for questions is more than we would expect any answer to take, and
relevance rather than length is the key to high marks. Centres should also ensure that
candidates have access to rulers, pencils and protractors. The use of a scientific calculator
is expected.
Many centres had prepared their candidates well for this paper which was relected in the
good responses from many canddidates.

Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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